•Hard-drawn wires; the others are annealed. 
(6) and (3) enable us to apply a simple linear computation to any variation with temperature for small temperature differences.
Case I. Linear temperature coefficient. -The law of variation with temperature is Rt=R,{i-^a,t)
or, j{t)=i+a,t
Hence, from (3) and (8) Rt=Rt,{l-\-a^lt-t,])
It is to be noted that (11) is the same as (6), except that (11) has not the restriction that t be not far from tj. We see from (11)
tz by means of which we can obtain the ture coefficient attempera any temperature directly from its value at any other temperature.
It is sometimes convenient to use (12) in the form t,-^t^-^t\{k-t2)+oit\{t^-t;)^-. . .
The temperature coefficient of resistance of copper is linear within practical limits of accuracy and of temperature, and the above formulas apply to it. As has been shown in this paper, the temperature coefficient varies for different samples of copper, and a relation of temperature coefficient to conductivity has been found. We may now write a formula giving the temperature coefficient for a sample of copper of any conductivity and at any temperature of reference. Denoting percent conductivity, expressed decimally, by n, our experimental result is fl'20 =^( 0.00394) (14) . The table given on page 81 was calculated by (15) . As pointed out on page 82, the change of resistivity per degree change of temperature is independent of the temperature of reference and of the sample of copper. Hence, for reducing resistivity from one temperature to another no formulas are needed. Formulas (14) and (15) From (3) and (17), In the case of manganin, a and b are very small quantities, a^s being usually between -0.00001 and +0.00003,^.nd b between -0.000000 3 and -0.000000 5; hence we may neglect the de- nominator in (18) and write at^=aT + 2bT (t^-T) (19) Also,^t
By means of (20) we can obtain the temperature coefficient at any temperature directly from its value at any other temperature. •.ie, = i^o(i+K+27jo (34) From (29) and (34) ^A-^^j + 27^ ( 35) The ''knife-edge'' temperature coefficient of resistance^n'K, is that measured between knife-edges mounted on 
